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I. INTRODUCTION
There in an increasing interest in using robots in marine activities related using to the operation of offshore platforms, survey and exploration of the sea bed. Nevertheless, the use of robots in underwater conditions requires additional considerations. Electric manipulator isn't applied widely as hydraulic manipulator. The main technology difficulties are insulation of electric circuits, seal and pressure compensation. Except that, small output power is another reason.
In recent decades, manipulator mounted on autonomous underwater vehicle becomes a hot research topic [1] . Autonomous underwater vehicle is scarce in space and battery energy, so electric manipulator maybe is more suitable than hydraulic manipulator to be mounted [2] . An autonomous underwater vehicle for intervention mission (SAUVIM) has been developed in Hawaii University [3] . It can retrieve hazardous objects. Therefore, we designed an underwater electric manipulator mounted to be AUVs.
Comparing with dynamics of manipulator in air, underwater manipulator dynamics are different and unique. Different of the dynamics research of industrial air environment, a hydraulic underwater robot suffer the fluid body interaction from the water viscosity. In the actual operation environment of offshore platforms, survey and exploration of the sea bed often influence by ocean currents, waves, vortex and other factors [4] , the modeling and estimation of the hydrodynamic is rather complex. Nevertheless, the use of robots in underwater conditions requires additional considerations. A model for hydrodynamic performances (added mass and hydrodynamic drag) which modify the robot dynamics based approach [5] . This research is instructive to optimization of mechanical structure and improves the ability of robotic operations.
Currently, research on the methods of underwater manipulator hydrodynamic model is based semitheoretical, semi-empirical. A dynamic model of a Nitinol artificial muscle activated biomimetic robot [6] . Improved MAC method is used to establish a digital ripple tank objects for the measurement of immersed hydrodynamic coefficients [7] . Theoretical analysis and the torque sensor are combined to measure the single-joint underwater manipulator hydrodynamic with flow visualization [8] . Added mass and hydrodynamic drag coefficient are associated to modify the robot dynamics in the model. In addition, IB( Immersed Boundary)and numerical Navierequation to solve hydrodynamic of the submerged moving object [9] . The theory of underwater robot hand sliced finger kinetics analysis is used in hydrostatic environment dynamics finger dexterous hand via the simulation platform of the Sim-Mechanics software [10] . A digital type disturbance compensation control method based on the RAC method considering singular configuration of manipulator [11] . The influence of hydrodynamic force is treated as a disturbance, and the disturbance is compensated by using a disturbance observer [12] . Other research on the multi-body system based novel formulation to determine the joint constraint [13] [14] [15] . The difficulty of the dynamics of 
The hydrodynamic forces decomposition of the manipulator along the T 1 rotary. underwater robot is due to the complexity of the hydrodynamics, especially a complex shape object with the flow and wave interference in the three-dimensional flow field [16] .
As the Fig.1 shown, in underwater manipulation technology lab in Huazhong Univ. of Sci. & Tech.
(HUST) in china, an underwater 3500m electric manipulator (named huahai-4E, stands for four functions deep ocean electric manipulator in china) was designed. In order to achieve a better dynamic performance, the objective in mechanical structure design is reducing inertia of manipulator. Two methods are used. The first one is arrangement of joints. The elbow joint is located in the shoulder. Its motion is transmitted through a synchronous belt. Thus, the shoulder joint and the elbow joint are arranged in both side of shoulder. This arrangement results in reducing the inertia of the arm. The jaw joint drives a screw to achieve the grasp motion. It is benefit to reduce inertia of elbow. The Second one is reducing weight. The manipulator architecture is open. Sea water can flow inside shoulder and elbow except of joints. Wall thickness is an important factor of weight. Meanwhile, enough strength should be kept.
In this paper, the Morison Equation is used to calculate the hydrodynamic forces of a typical robot manipulator with cylindrical links. The effects of the hydrodynamic forces on the control input are also analysis. The paper is organized as follows: Dynamic model and decomposition for a single body movement are present in Section II. Meanwhile, the hydrodynamic effects for 3-DOF underwater manipulator are described using the Morison Equation in Section III. The marine model and simulation of the manipulator is obtained by superimposing the hydrodynamic forces in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are presented.
II. HYDRODYNAMIC OF SINGLE BODY MOVEMENT
In this section, we propose a method for the hydrodynamic measurement of a single body movement include the theory property and the hydrodynamic decomposition.
As the first step of our algorithm, Morison Method is presented combined he hydrodynamic effects (added mass and hydrodynamic drag). It is widely used to measure the wave forces on the small-scale structure objects. Fig. 2 shows the single moving body in a flow of hydraulic environment movement.
A. Theority Property
The force of water in a unit length based the hydrodynamic theory are illustrated as (1) . 
Where d C is drag coefficient; m C is inertia force coefficient; ρ is fluid density; A is projection area of V in vertical direction of incoming fluid velocity; D is equivalent diameter of the structure. The relation parameters of Drag coefficient and inertia force coefficient include Keulegan-Carpenter ( KC ) and Reynolds ( Re ), the size of objects submerged structure, flow field geometry orientation and so on.
B. Hydrodynamic Decomposition
For viscous wave theory is advanced, the d C and m C in Morison formula is obtained from the underwater experiment but not given in directly from the theory.
The relative movements between the body of the underwater manipulator (arm, gripper and other components) and the fluid generate the water force when operating. It will be more complex to calculate the overall hydrodynamic when there exits fluid in the operation circumstance. To simplify the measurement, it is divided into two courses.
The first course is calculated forces due to the selfmovement of the manipulator in static water environment. The second course is calculated the forces due to hydrodynamic fluid while the manipulator is static in a position. Fig. 2 shows the hydrodynamic forces decomposition of the manipulator.
As Fig. 2 shown, the form the body rotating motion is a combined movement along 1 T and 2 T rotary axis which often occurs in multi-joints manipulator rotating movement. Inertial coordinate system O XYZ − is to the base-plate coordinate system. 
Calculated instantaneous 1 T and 2
T torque in the directions respectively. Ignore Lift force for no angle of attack. Then, calculate the micro-segment forces in (2) and measure the instantaneous torque in 1 T and 2 T directions respectively. Then, the synthesis of torque o T integral along the direction is given as 
Where [ ] 
III. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING
The experiment manipulator is a four functions deep ocean electric manipulator. The manipulator is equipped with a unique ultra-sonic probe array and an underwater camera. Vision is used for recognize target features. Both of vision and ultra-sonic sensor are applied in grasping target. Fig. 3 shows the workspace of the manipulator. Fig. 4 shows the coordinate system of the huahai-4E manipulator. The hydrodynamic analysis of 1 L can apply in the conclusion of the section II. In order to analyze hydrodynamics of the whole huahai-4E manipulator, the relevant parameters of 2 L is also need to be measured. Use the motion decomposition method as above. In static water environment, LINK2 do the rotation motion around 3 Z and composite motion. Around 1 Z and 2 Z .Take the micro-segment in LINK2.Where l is the distance from the micro-segment to origin of the coordinate system 
Calculated the synthesis torque of drag force 
As (8)- (10) 
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From (4), (6) and (10)- (15), we can obtain the hydrodynamic torque on each joint as follows: T  1  2  3   1  1  2  1   1  2  3  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  3  2  3  3 [ , , ] 
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A. Dynamic Modeling
Define 1 2 3 , , a a a are each joint angle of rotation; 1 2 3 , , r r r are the distance from each component to origin of each coordinate system; 0 1 2 , , l l l are the length of each joint; 1 2 3 , , m m m are the mass of joint, 1 2 3 , , I I I are the rotary inertia centroid respectively; 1 2 3 , , K K K are kinetic energy, 1 2 3 , , P P P are potential energy. We can obtain the whole kinetic energy and potential energy.
The kinetic energy and potential energy of shoulder (Joint1) is given as 2 1 1 1
The kinetic energy and potential energy of Arm link1 (Joint2) is given as 
The movement of arm link2 is the composite motion in three directions ( 1 2 3 , , z z z ). The calculated kinetic energy 3 K is comprised of three parts. The kinetic energy and potential energy of Arm link2) (Joint3) is given as 3  3 1  3 2  3 3   2  33  3 1   2  2  2  1  3  2  3  3 1  2  3  2  3   2  2  2  32  3 2  3 1  2  3  2  3  2   2  2  3 1  2  3  2  3  2   2  2 2  31  3 3  3 3 3   3  3  0  1  2  3 / 2 
Where the Lagrangian operator L K P = − ∑ ∑ ; i τ refers to each joint considering generalized force. The dynamic equation of the system is given to be unified forum in (20):
Where d T is the joint driven moment; h T is the hydrodynamic moment; f T is the floating moment;
other T is synthetic moment of other moments (such as the friction torque).
In this experiment, we carry the numerical example calculation and quantitative analysis method to study the hydrodynamic of the Huhai-4E manipulator. Purpose of the study is to gain the effect contribution of each hydrodynamic factors impact on the underwater manipulator. It can afford a better instruction for the manipulator controller design, the disturbance compensation control and model simplification .The main analysis points are include the compare hydrodynamic between static water and in air hydrodynamic calculation in steady flow and unsteady low.
Assume a motion of the manipulator, the joint trajectory planning kinematics equations can be written as: When the manipulator move in the air, the float torque and drag torque are ignore in (8) . Fig. 7 shows each joint torque of the manipulator movement according to the plan. Fig. 8 shows the influence on each joint torque caused by the stirring water force when motion in a static water. Fig. 9 shows each joint torque when the manipulator moves according the planning in static water. The velocity of the instance water is 0.3m/s, the direction of the velocity is the positive direction of Y-axis. Fig. 10 shows the hydrodynamic torque caused by such velocity flow. Fig. 11 shows different hydrodynamic torque of joint1 in different velocity flow environment.
When the manipulator is operating in unsteady flow circumstance and we assume the flow velocity is 0.3sin( /10) Fig. 12 shows analysis of the impact torque of the rotary joint.
C. Simulation Result Summary
As Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 show, the torque caused by the stirring water force is about percentile percent of the torque caused by gravitation. In the static water circumstance, the hydrodynamic torque caused by the stirring water force is very small for a slow-motion underwater manipulator. Compare the results of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , variation of the joint torque caused by the float force in the water is 2/3 smaller than in the air. Proportion of the float force torque can't be ignored. Compare the results of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , the flow disturbance is 100 times bigger than the hydrodynamic torque caused by the stirring water force. Fig. 10 shows that the drag torque increases fast with the increasing of the flow velocity. As Fig. 11 shows, the disturbance fluctuation along with the variation of the flow velocity increases the difficulty of the control and affects the location precision of the manipulator.
Considering relative underwater motion, the stirring water force and the flow disturbance on the underwater manipulator is the equivalent. But the hydrodynamic torque depends on the velocity of the relative motion. From simulation results, the highest angular velocity of each joints (shoulder, arm, forearm)is 2°/s(Joint1), 1.2°/s(Joint2), 1°/s(Joint3) respectively. The highest of the three is the rotation angular velocity of shoulder arm (Joint1).Assume the work radius of manipulator is 1 meter, the velocity of end-effector (paw) is 0.035m/s while the flow velocity is about 0.3m/s. And the hydrodynamic torque caused by the self-stirring water force is much smaller than caused by the flow disturbance. If the velocity of paw reaches 0.3m/s, the angular velocity of the shoulder (Joint1) will reach 17.2 °/ s. It only takes 10.5s to finish 180° motion of the shoulder. As we know, with the limits of material intensity and contribution of the underwater manipulator, the work radius almost less than 2 meters. The linear velocity is also very low for restrict of the joint torque velocity. Thus, we can conclude that the hydrodynamic torque caused by the self-stirring water force is much smaller than caused by the flow disturbance when the average velocity of the manipulator movement and the flow velocity is much smaller.
As the Fig. 10-Fig. 12 show, we can sort the contribution of each hydrodynamic factor according the each impaction. The biggest is the hydrodynamic torque caused by buoyancy force .The order of magnitude of it is same than caused by the contribution. The flow disturbance and the torque caused by the self-stirring water force depend on the average velocity of the manipulator movement and the flow velocity. For the controller design of a large scale underwater manipulator, the buoyancy force is the main factor; flow disturbance compensation designed can be considered if the flow velocity is high; the self-stirring water force compensation design can be considered for a high velocity manipulator.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, hydrodynamic model of the underwater manipulator with the flow disturbance divided into two parts based the superposition was presented. The Lagrange method based Morsion equation is used to design the model of underwater manipulator. From the analysis of the computed results, we first conclude that drag, buoyancy, steady flow and unsteady flow have a large effect on the inherent hydrodynamic torque. Second, Joint torque caused by buoyancy is the highest of the four factors and is same order of magnitude than caused by weight. And the torque caused by the self-stirring water force is much smaller than caused by the flow disturbance. The controller of underwater manipulator for auto-grasp was designed based hydrodynamic model. The underwater auto grasp experiments verify the performance of controller in flow disturbance consideration. There are some improvements left to be done in future. The manipulator was designed to be mounted on working class ROVs or AUVs. We shall take further modeling and experiment on AUVMS (Autonomous underwater vehicle with manipulator system) to verify the performance of the controller and improve the control algorithm.
